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The circus in Canberra has reached a new low

Summary: 
A big thank you to Tony Abbott, Malcolm Turnbull, Peter Dutton and ..... Bill Shorten. Together you
have insured the end of the two party dictatorship. If you thought the 2016 election was rough ......
your parties will be lucky to get primary votes above 25%. Aussies have had a gut full of corruption,
crumby policy and big egos wrecking our country and abusing our people.
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The Parties Over - Aussie are sick of the Canberra Circus

Fellow Aussies it's time we had a serious chat about what is happening to our country.
The circus in Canberra resembles the worst of banana republic politics - a new leader or
government every year or so. Why since 2007 has this happened? There are three main
factors -

1. Corruption
2. Poor policy
3. Small men with big egos
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Politics is on the nose because corruption permeates politics, law and business. Malcolm Turnbull has
been involved in dodgy dealings for years. Here are three examples that should have seen him
already resign.

In the 2018 May budget $444 million was allocated to the Great Barrier Reef Foundation (GBRF)
-  the Founders, Directors and management have strong links to the Liberal Party and Mining
Industry. The deal has an odour about it - do some research into #reefgate

Also in 2018 - The United States Studies Centre, a foreign policy think tank with close links to the
Turnbull and Murdoch families, was given $12 million by the federal government.

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s wife, Lucy Turnbull, is the United States Studies Centre’s “patron.”
Their son-in-law, James Brown, was the think tank’s research director from 2015 till recently.

In 2007 - As Environment Minister - in John Howard's government - Malcolm Turnbull turned a
request for a $2 Million contribution into a $10 Million government grant to the Australian Rain
Corporation. A prominent stakeholder in the now discredited venture allegedly was Matt Handbury
- Turnbull's next-door neighbour and a nephew of Rupert Murdoch. Handbury was one of the donors
to Mr Turnbull’s electorate fund raising arm - the Wentworth Forum. Do you see the pattern?
Politician arranges taxpayer funds to go to cronies. Cronies then give a portion back to the politician
one way or another. This matter was raised in Parliament in 2009.

Taxpayer money pours into wasteful and bogus operations all the time. Gillard and Rudd transferred
millions into the Clinton Foundation. Guess where Gillard got a job after leaving Aussie politics?

Do you think Turnbull would be struggling to survive as PM if he was putting in place good policy that
made life better for the people? Both the LNP and ALP trot out the same BS every time they fight it
out at an election. "Vote for us we are better than them. We'll give you better hospitals, schools and
roads. Three word slogans designed to hypnotise are the tool of choice. If they were serious we'd
have been enjoying world's best services for decades. The party system serves the elite. Left and
Right are two wings of the same bird. Our democracy is a charade that sees most of us struggling to
keep food on the table and a roof over our family.

It's not just corruption and poor policy which ignores the best interests of citizens that is the
problem. In 2007 Bill Shorten thought it would be a good idea to have Kevin Rudd lead the ALP into
power. Then Bill thought it would be a good idea to knife Rudd and put Gillard into the top job. You
know what happened next. A certain type of person seeks power and influence in politics. No need
for a psych assessment right now .... you get the drift. A rule of thumb though .... if someone badly
wants to lead a country and interfere in the way you run your life it is highly likely they absolutely
should not be running the country and ruling your life. How big are the egos of Rudd, Turnbull,
Abbott, Shorten and Dutton? Imagine if we could harness that power for good .... rather than self
delusion.

BRN's message to all the pollies - this circus is pathetic. We don't care who is leader or
which party is in office. You must .... and you will support policies that will make our
country better and give people a fair go.

We are no longer to be treated as livestock and cannon-fodder. Taxing us to transfer our wealth to
corrupt and dodgy corporations and organisations ... particularly bankers and arms manufacturers is
not on. Increasing hardship while the 0.1% hoover up more wealth is unacceptable. Parties selling us
out is over. We don't like your game or your rules.

At #OzElection19 people will not support politicians that oppose meaningful reforms - see link below.
We are starting a new game with new rules. A game where the people can win ... not a
party or politician.

BRN will soon release the three point plan that will shift the paradigm and open up a discussion that
the elite do not want you engaging in. Join in with us here on or website and on Facebook. Kick a few
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buck each month into our kitty and help turn it into a lion. We have a big job ahead.

PLEASE NOTE - How do we know about political and judicial corruption? It is thanks to
investigative journalists like Michael West and Shane Dowling. Shane was jailed this week
because the elite didn't like hearing the truth from a brave journalist - his story is here  -  email your
outrage to the federal Attorney-General Christian Porter at >>  Christian.Porter.MP@aph.gov.au  
and ask him to intervene because what Mr Dowling said raising allegations of judicial corruption is
political communication and protected under the Australian constitution. Check out Shane's work at
Kangaroo Court of Australia in the links below.

BRN will be launching our Marginal Seat initiative very soon. It'll be bigger and better
than the 2016 effort .... stay tuned.

Websites For More Information: Malcolm's $444 Million Fraud - Shane Dowling
https://kangaroocourtofaustralia.com/2018/08/05/channel-nines-karl-stefanovic-in-cash-for-comment-
scandal-defending-malcom-turnbulls-444-million-fraud/
Another Turnbull Fraud - Shane Dowling
https://kangaroocourtofaustralia.com/2018/07/28/prime-minister-malcolm-turnbull-personally-linked-
to-a-second-multi-million-dollar-fraud-of-taxpayers-money/

Related Links: OzElection19 - Let's Get Started
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